
Dunmow Circular Walk 

At 20.4 miles, this is definitely an all-day walk and although it starts in Dunmow to use The White Hart at 

lunchtime, being circular it is easy to start in Stebbing and use The Angel & Harp in Dunmow for lunch. 

There are also several ways to short-cut back to your starting point.  

For clarity on the map, the number of waypoints has been reduced and the route description is more 

abbreviated than for the shorter walks, it also assumes that you are familiar with map reading. However, 

the route on the ground is pretty clear and a GPX file is available. 

The following abbreviations have been used, 

BL  Bear Left,   BR  Bear Right,    BW  Byway,   BrW    Bridleway,    FB  Footbridge,    FP  Footpath,     L   Left,   

R   Right,   TL  Turn Left,   TR  Turn Right,   XS   Cross Stile,   

  

20.4 miles, 7.5 hours (approx. walking time) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From the car park in Dunmow Recreation Ground, cross Braintree Road and TL 

to almost immediately TR and pick up the footpath which will take you to the 

B1256. Cross the main road, with great care, to enter the track opposite. Where 
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track joins the fields TL and follow the footpath to reach the gravel track. TL and 

follow to cross over the A120. Follow this track to lane and TL into Little 

Dunmow. Opposite the pub, TR on footpath and continue along the side of the 

Recreation Ground, via an enclosed path to reach the Flitch Way. 1   GR TL 6564 

2099   1.7 miles 

TL and continue to TR over the first bridge (this will entail taking the FP on the 

left up to the road then TR over the bridge). Where road turns sharp R take the 

enclosed FP ahead and via the side of the houses to cross the River Chelmer and 

on to Absol Park. BL on FP downhill to meet River Chelmer again where BL to 

shortly TR over FB to Felsted Mill and TL to road (via their parking). 2 GR TL 

6708 1966   3.4 miles 

Cross the road and take FP across to Cemetery where TR to reach gravel track 

on the left through to road (can be busy), cross road with care and TL to TR on 

Bakers Lane BW. Follow BW past Jollyboys to TL at Potash Farm (FP signs 

through farm are not that obvious). Hedge on Left becomes a cross-field path to 

cross stream and immediately TL. Follow FP to skirt wood on Right. Ignore first 

crossing paths and skirt small wood to TL and follow FP to reach Felsted. Cross 

road with care and TL to TR following roads around school playing field to TR at 

water tower. Follow field edge path to reach crossing FP where TL and follow FP 

to TL on Flitch Way. 3   GR TL 6774 2151   6.5 miles 

Follow Flitch Way for approx. 1Km to TR at Bourchiers, Use the enclosed path to 

reach the concrete drive and continue uphill to TR at the pond on field edge 

path and TL at crossing track. Follow FP around Blatches joining concrete track 

towards A120 then TR downhill and TL under road bridge to reach B1256 (Stane 

Street). Cross road with great care and TR on pathway to take enclosed FP on 

left just after Stebbingford Cottages. Follow enclosed FP to reach BrW and TR 

onto field edge to meet farm track (Cross-field FP on Left might not have been 

reinstated). TL on track and turning R to follow FP around fishing lakes with 

Lakes on left to take track on right becoming field edge FP (changing sides of 

hedge at FB) to XS and cross-field FP before reaching the road outside Stebbing 

Church. To avoid traffic coming round the bends, cross the road with care into 

the Church entrance and TR beside the Church to exit outside the half-timbered 

house ‘The Chantry’. After 100m take FP on left and at crossing tracks TL to exit 

onto Stebbing High Street opposite the shop. TL along the High Street to the 

White Hart – Lunchtime. 4                      GR TL 6613 2426   10 miles 



After lunch, turn down Mill Lane beside the pub and TR opposite the Village Hall 

into the Mill Lane Playing Field. Bear left and avoiding the cricket square take 

the footpath in the far corner. Follow the FP past the ‘Mount’ to reach the 

driveway at Stebbing Park. Cross drive and through metal kissing gate to BL on 

FP diagonally across the field and over the FB to entrance into next field. Follow 

FP through the meadow and XS at the Mill (now flats) to road. 5                         

GR TL 6520 2513   10.9 miles 

With great care, cross busy road and enter gravel drive. Follow drive to take FP 

beside wooden building and then after crossing FB, TL through copse to emerge 

in field. At corner of field TR up slope on track and TL around the wood to TR on 

track up slope to leading to Lashley Hall. Half way up this track TL and then TR to 

pass around small field to reach metal barns. Pass between barns and continue 

on track to reach road at Lindsell. With great care, TL on road and at road 

junction TL. Follow road for 0.5 mile to reach Simpkins where TR on FP. Follow 

field edge to corner of field where TR to field corner where TL. With hedge on 

right continue to cross FB and cross-field path to lane at Bush Farm where TL. 

Take 1st FP on right and follow field edges ending in a cross-field path to road at 

Gallows Green. 6   GR TL 6264 2711   14.1 miles 

TL on road and, with care, follow road to pass junction (Breach Lane). Just after 

junction TL on field-edge to meet crossing paths at Breach Farm. Follow FP with 

stream on left to reach main road at Barnard’s Bridge. With great care take FP 

with stream on Left (sometimes this PROW is blocked and it might be easier to 

use farm track after road bridge and keep FP and stream on right). At FB take 

Saffron Trail FP on left and follow it uphill into Gt. Easton. 7    GR TL 6067 2546 

16.2 miles 

On reaching road TR and take FP (Saffron Trail) on left between houses. Follow 

FP, downhill to stream and roughly following stream until reaching Elmbridge 

Mill (FP does actually pass into the garden, turning right across the front of the 

house to exit at road). Cross road and TR to reach road junction where TL and 

proceed uphill to TL on drive marked Ravens Farm. Just before farm take FP on 

left and head downhill into wood and uphill to meet new bypass road (B184 

Woodside Way). 8   GR TL 6160 2292   18.7 miles 

Cross busy road with care to enter FP alongside new housing estate, following 

FP bearing left to emerge at school where TR to reach road (B1008). Cross road 

to pathway and TR, very shortly TL between houses onto enclosed FP and then 



downhill to reach Church Car Park where TR to exit past Church and to road. 

Bear right on pathway in front of The Angel & Harp and cross road, with great 

care, to enter Recreation Ground. Follow through Recreation Park to meet 

surfaced pathway where TL over footbridge and BR through to Car Park. 9       

GR TL 634 219   20.4 miles. 

                            WELL DONE 


